
BIOBLANKET ® is the third generation of ET’s Energy Blanket and its 
evolved into a multilayered holistic-bio-energy-feedback therapeutic blanket
with two distinctly different sides = ( Yin + Yang ) and 4 different Purposes 
   1  to help PROTECT the body by deflecting away external energy influences
  2  to help REFLECT Back to the body its own energy output = BioFeedback
  3  to help BALANCE the body’s multiple energies by establishing a Cocoon
  4  to help RESTORE core body temperature, BioBlanket over the InfraBed

Whether you use BioBlanket by itself, Yin or Yang side up or down,
BioBlanket gives you both external Protection + internal Reflection.
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                                         2 BioBlanket Sizes
             King Single   120 x 200cm  $330  incl GST

             King Double  240 x 200cm  $660  incl GST
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BioBlanket ®  InfraBed ®  made by - Enlightened Therapies.com
61 2 4268 2222 -  PO Box 3130  Austinmer  NSW 2515  Australia

By using your BioBlanket over an InfraBed = you multiply infrared thermal 
transfer from Conduction with Radiation, adding Convection and Reflection. 

BioBlanket includes : 1 Bio-Blanket quality Cotton Cover with a Yang A side 
(quilted side), and a Yin B side (sheeted side), and also 1 carry-storage-bag.
King Double BioBlanket is large enough to fold over and create a COCOON.

Multi layers inside the BioBlanket are designed to protect and also prevent 
the body’s various energetic emissions from dissipating outwards. These 
layers reflect bodily energetic emissions, incl thermal, back onto the body.

“You can lie or sit with your big BioBlanket around, under, or over you, anytime.
Maximum recuperation effects are achieved when I’m wrapped head to toe.”
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BioBlankets work essentially by deflecting away external energies that may be 
influencing the body, and by reflecting back to itself the body’s own energies.

Multi-layers in the BioBlanket are designed to prevent our own energetic 
emissions from dissipating outwards and so these same multi-layers reflect 
bio-emissions back onto the body, prompting self-regulation and balance.

Each BioBlanket has two sides, a Yin passive side, and a Yang active side.
There’s an extra layer that is infused with Negative Ions on the Yang side.

Depending on the user which is more preferable, but both sides reflect fully.

How does it feel? “The first thing you feel is complete, pleasant protection. 
You may feel warmth or subtle energy shifts but these pass as you relax. 
Within minutes you feel naturally more centered and balanced and calm.

Many report feeling sleepy and a quiet state of body-mind like a meditation.”

NB   BioBlankets are NOT ARTG listed therapy devices so no claims are made.


